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Product sheet

PRACTIBOX 3 LEGRAND

Practibox 3 flush-mounting DIN cabinet - 2 rows of 12

modules - Smoked door - Earth + Neutral terminal

blocks

REF. 401753   |  EAN. 3414971257276

> Visit e-catalogue

Product charateristics

Delivered with : - Removable chassis equipped with DIN

rail ; - Reversible cover and smoked door ; - Removable

faceplates (1 per row) ; - Earth + Neutral IP 2X terminal

blocks ; - 5M blanking plates .

Practibox 3 is a guarantee of a high - quality range which

complies with the IEC 60670 - 24 and the IEC 62208

standards. This range allows installations compliant with

IEC 61439 - 3 standard.

Practibox 3 plastic cabinet has an IP40 and an IK07 with

door, protecting it from impacts and solid bodies larger

than 1 mm. Flush-mounting boxes resist to incandescent

wire up to 850° to be installed within a masonry or dry wall

according to your projects.

Reversible cabinet and door allowing openings to the left

or to the right according to the room configuration.

Practibox 3 door opens to 180° and has an easy closing

thanks to magnets inside the door.

Practibox 3 has a wide range of accessories to meet all

your needs : - A dedicated kit for joining 2 cabinets

horizontally or vertically when installed in masonry (ref.

401723) ; - A dedicated kit to install it in dry partitions (ref.

401724) ; - An horizontal partition (ref. 401722) ; - A plain

faceplate (ref. 401725) ; - Perforated plates (ref. 401726) ; -

A 12x2 flat bar for IP2X terminal blocks for installing

additional ones (ref. 401727) ; - A key lock (ref. 001966).

Recommendation / Restriction

Indoor flush-mounted installation only.

The product's benefits

Installation

From the removable chassis and faceplates through

to the rigid and practical flush-mounting box,

everything has been designed in Practibox 3 to

ensure an easy installation. Moreover, with a large

choice of accessories available to facilitate every

installation, Practibox 3 gives a premium image on all

your high-value projects.

Usage

These new 'ready-to-use' flush-mounting distribution

cabinets are designed to be discreet and elegant

with a top quality finish. Fitting close to the wall, the

white or smoked finish doors on Practibox 3 cabinets

are ultra-flat and smooth in order to blend perfectly

with today's interiors.

Avantages

Practibox 3 has a large offer from 8 modules to 72

modules, designed for all your premium projects in

residential or small commercial buildings by covering

a wide range of needs. Its attractive appearance with

an ultra-flush door and its special ergonomic design

give both users and installers maximum ease of use.
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